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Shield Your Business with  
Federated Risk management

Federated resources help protect your employees and your bottom line. Discover how 
customized risk management support can impact your business 

and reduce your potential for loss.

Visit www.federatedinsurance.com to find a representative near you.

It’s Our Business
to Protect Yours®

Federated Mutual Insurance Company • Federated Service Insurance Company* • Federated Life Insurance Company
Home Office: 121 East Park Square • Owatonna, Minnesota 55060 • Phone: (507) 455-5200 • www.federatedinsurance.com
*Federated Service Company is not licensed in the states of NH, NJ, RI, and VT.                     © Copyright 2012 • Federated Mutual Insurance Company
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Editorial
by Executive Director J. Barry Johnson

National Debt

Remember when we were in 5th grade social studies class we were given a map 
of the United States and asked to map out the countries natural resources?  We all 
recall that the Midwest was the bread basket and that Texas was oil rigs etc., etc.     

I would submit for your consideration that those maps are still accurate and that 
those resources are still available as part of the asset-base of the United States.  
And if you agree that this is true then I wish us to all reevaluate our country’s balance 
sheet.  These assets belong to each of us as American citizens.  Within our country 
we have enough resources in timber to house the world, food and grain to feed the 
world, and oil and energy sufficient to power the economic engine of all the nations 
for generations to come.   

If you were to calculate the value of the 22.3 trillion recoverable barrel asset-base 
of oil reserves in this county and place on the balance scales that 200-year supply 
opposite our national debt you would quickly see that our reserves of oil alone dwarf 
the value of our current national debt. 

This is such a blessing to us here in the USA, and yet we all are guilty of not 
recognizing and then using the resources God has provided.  Let’s, as a country, 
start using our publicly-held assets to eliminate our debt first and then find new and 
innovative ways to use our wealth to help ourselves first and then a needy world.  

I believe that Mr. Romney should engage his experts to study and then immediately 
devise a plan to create a United States Oil Bond program.  Oil bonds could be sold 
in much the same way as we financed World War II, when war bonds helped this 
nation finance the war, created an investment in which every-day Americans could 
proudly and safely invest, and provided a rallying point for American morale.  With 
an attractive rate of return and the oil assets of our publicly held fields as collateral, 
the bond proceeds would be used to reduce or entirely eliminate our national debt 
to foreign interests.  The proceeds from the sale of oil would be used to retire the 
bonds. 

For far too long our greatest natural resources have been locked away and not 
used to benefit the very people who own them, the American people.  At some point 
in the next fifty years I am sure our oil reserves will lose their value the same way 
that whale oil and buggy whips did early in the 20th century.  Therefore, now is the 

Continued on page 4
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Dealer
Dealer to

by ILMDA Executive Director J. Barry Johnson

OSHA AUDITS

 Question:  OSHA has contacted our store and 
indicated they were going to audit our company.
Do we have to let them in?

 Answer:   Yes, one way or the other.  You may decide 
to allow an inspection on a voluntary basis or you can 
require a search warrant from the agency.  Should you 
decide to require a warrant we recommend you contact 
legal counsel.  
 You need to determine the scope of the inspection; 
that is, where will the inspector be permitted to go while 
at the work site and what operations the inspector will be 
allowed to view. This determination also is critical. If you 
allow the inspector broader access than would be allowed 
to evaluate (1) the “hazards” identified in the employee 
complaint, (2) the “accident” site area, or (3) hazards 
that are outside the scope of the hazard referenced in 
the programmed inspection, your company is subject to 
citations for anything that the inspector observes because 
you voluntarily allowed a broader inspection to occur. 
Whatever the inspector observes during the walkaround 
that is in “plain view” is subject to citation.
 Your determination should be on a case-by-case 
basis considering the current work site operations and the 
reason for the agency’s inspection. Once the determination 
has been made by members of your company’s senior 
management team, this decision must be communicated 
to the inspector in order to reach an informal agreement, 
if possible, regarding the scope of the inspection.

REQUIRED LUNCH BREAKS

 Question:  Is there a law that requires you to make 
your employee’s take a lunch break?  I was under the 
impression that you had to make the lunch break time 
available – but whether they took it or not was up to the 
employee – as long as the employer paid for the time 
worked.  
 So – if the employer does not want to pay for the 
allotted time – say 30 minutes – he can make his employee 
leave the desk or work area for that amount of time.

 Answer:  Yes… according to new information….
“…an Illinois employer is responsible to ensure that a 
non-exempt employee takes the required 20 minute meal 
period under the Illinois One Day Rest in Seven Act.  Most 
employers do a 30 minute meal period in order to treat 
the lunch break as non-compensable time in accord with 
federal law.

 The problem is that an employee doesn’t have the 
ability to waive their rights under state or federal wage 
and hour laws.  
 In a different state (one where you only had to worry 
about complying with federal law), your initial understanding 
would probably be okay - as long as you paid for the time 
worked you would be in compliance.  This is not the case in 
Illinois.”  (Rebecca Dobbs SmithAmundsen LLC, Peoria)
 

LAYOFF REHIRE

 Question:  We had to lay off an employee late last 
fall and now we want him to come back to work.  We 
have called his home phone and his cell phone and left 
messages on both – but he doesn’t return our calls.  As 
he is on our unemployment what recourse do we have?

 Answer:  According the IDES (Illinois Department of 
Employment Security) you need to send him a letter telling 
him that a position is open and that you would like for him 
to return to work immediately.  In the letter you should also 
note that you have been trying to contact him for several 
weeks.  (I suggest that you also send a copy of the letter 
via registered mail.)  Then send a copy of the letter to the 
local unemployment office with a cover letter stating that 
you are unable to get in touch with the employee.
 In order for an employee to be eligible to receive 
unemployment benefits, the employee must be actively 
seeking employment and/or be available for work.

RESELLERS VERSE RETAILER

 Question:  One of my suppliers wants me to sign a 
“resaler’s certificate.  The form asks if I am a retailer or a 
reseller.  I thought that the company would be a reseller 
but I’m not certain.  What do you think?

 Answer:  The difference is a retailer sells merchandise/
product to resellers, customers, end-users.  A reseller sells 
only to resellers.  You would mark the retailer box.

Dealer to Dealer is written to share problems and solutions that 
are common to members of the Illinois Lumber & Material Dealers 
Association.  When legal or professional opinions are shared, 
ILMDA is prepared to disclose the source of said opinions should 
additional consultation be desired.
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Editorial...
Continued from page 3

perfect time to use these natural resources to extract our 
country from indebtedness and help our society in many 
other incredibly positive ways.  

To just “drill, baby, drill” without a plan for using the net 
income for the reduction of debt is to loose congress with 
an open wallet.  The oil bond suggestion, if implemented, 
can guarantee generations of Americans a stable and 
affordable price for their fossil fuel and, at the same time, 
provide our younger generations assurance that they will 
not be saddled with suffocating debt and interest.
 Once the bonds are retired there is no end to the 
good that can be accomplished for the American people 
with the income from the ongoing sale of our oil.  It will 
stabilize fuel prices for decades to come, eliminate our 
dependence on foreign oil, and end the death spiral of 
uncontrolled government spending coupled with flat 
economic growth.  The economic and political ramifications 
of these positive changes are revolutionary.  If this can be 
accomplished in an environmentally responsible fashion 
and is sufficiently vetted for political pitfalls, I believe 
that it will be enthusiastically embraced by the American 

electorate and investors, and can guarantee the security 
of our economy for generations to come. 
 I believe that if Mr. Romney “seizes the moment” we 
can avoid the path to European socialism, regain our 
independence from foreign debt, and restore our national 
pride by re-establishing our economic independence.  
By staking the future of our country on our own assets 
and our own courage to succeed, we will reinvigorate 
the entrepreneurial spirit, renew a sense of personal 
responsibility, re-establish personal and national self-
sufficiency and repair our national pride.  And at the same, 
we can renew the spirit of American capitalism that is the 
genius of our American success.  

Sincerely, 

J. Barry Johnson, Executive Director,
Illinois Lumber and Material Dealers Association

More Than Just a Warehouse 
Ph - 800-325-5149      •     Fax - 630-844-0267     •     www.lwisupply.com 

Servicing Independent Dealers Throughout Central and Northern Illinois Representing Industry 
Leading Manufacturers Including: 
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 If you own or run a family business – a business you 
want to continue after your leadership ends – then this 
article is must reading.
 The problem is clear: You need a succession plan. 
Yet, with all your years of experience, you have never 
done a succession plan. If you are typical, you have 
some ideas, but don’t know how to put a plan in place. 
The purpose of his article is to show you how.
 Let’s start with the three most basic succession 
plan problems: (1) who will own the company? (2) who 
will run the company? and (3) who will have control of 
the company (not day-to-day operating control, but 
legal voting control)? Chances are you now enjoy all 
three. Often explaining to my client how (in the perfect 
succession plan) three different individuals might own, 
run and control the company (but more than one person 
can own), gets the succession ball rolling.
 Let’s start an example. We’ll call the company 
“Success Co.” and the owner “Joe”  (who  owns 100% 
of Success Co. and runs it). Joe, like any other family 
business owner, has three basic choices, when it comes 
to determining who will finally own Success Co.:
1. One or more family members (66%)
2. One or more key employees (24%)
3. Some third party (or company) to whom Success Co. 
will be sold (10%)
 Note: The percentage after each choice is what I see 
in my practice in real-life succession plans. This article 
ignores the other possibilities – merger, combination 
of family and key employees, Joe keeping part of the 
ownership, and other ways – that do not come up often in 
practice.
 My experience over the years is that each of the 
hundreds of succession plans I have helped create has 
had some unique twist. So, yes… it’s a fact, succession 
planning (with one exception) does not have a one size 
fits all solution. Who (when and how) will ultimately own 
your company drives the exact terms of your succession 
plan. So, what’s the exception?... taxes! To be specific, 
income taxes and estate taxes. You’ll read the tax solution 
toward the end of the article. 
 A suggestion: As you read, zero in on the fact situation 
described below that best fits your circumstances. This is 

a huge subject… all that is contained in this article cannot 
apply to any one family, person or business.
 Now, back to our example. This article focuses 
on Joe’s first choice: family. The following four family 
situations come up in practice on a regular basis:
 1. Joe has no children or none of his children (even 
those now working in the business) could run Success 
Co. Of course, (one or more) of these kids could own all 
or part of Success Co., if a professional manager ran the 
company (actually done, but rarely). 
 2. One child, Sam, (Joe’s only child) works for 
Success. Co. and Joe is confident that Sam could run the 
company.
 3. Two or more children and all are in the business. 
Most of the time Joe wants each of them to own an equal 
number of shares (i.e. 50/50 if two children in the business, 
1/3 if three children, etc.). This creates a special problem: 
There must be a clear leader (with voting control) to make 
the final business decisions.
 Here’s how we solve this problem: We create voting 
stock (say 100 shares) and nonvoting stock (say 10,000 
shares). This is a tax-free transaction and is simple to 
get done. The technical name is a recapitalization. As 
long as Joe is alive, he keeps the voting stock and has 
absolute control of Success Co. Of course, the non voting 
stock, which we will deal with later in greater detail, goes 
to the business kids. When Joe goes to the big business 
in the sky, 51 shares of the voting stock (and control) 
goes to Sam (or the other child who is the clear leader). 
Sam’s nonvoting shares would be reduced by the exact 
number of extra voting shares he receives… now all of 
the business children would be equal.
 4. There is one (or more) child in the business and 
one (or more) nonbusiness child.) This common fact 
situation drives Joe crazy. Typically, Joe wants the stock 
of Success Co. to go only to the business children. The 
nonbusiness children get other assets owned by Joe. Of 
course, we have the same problem as in 3 above (treating 
all of the kids equally). Often, there are not enough other 
assets (value of these assets small compared to large 
value of Success Co.) to accomplish the “treat-‘em-equal 
goal.” Second-to-die life insurance is the first choice to get 
to the equalization goal for the nonbusiness kid(s). But 
what if Joe (or his wife) is not insurable (because of health 
or age)?... Or if insurable, the premiums are just too high 
for Joe’s cash flow? If either the (a) not insurable problem 
or (b) premiums problem is your unwelcome bedfellow, 
call or email me and I’ll walk you through the easy-to-do 
solution, but unfortunately, rather long explanation.
The tax problems
 The tax cost of the wrong succession plan is a never-
ending-expensive nightmare. Let’s run the numbers by 
example: Joe sells Success Co. – for $1 million – to Sam. 
Assume the tax rates are 40% for income tax (35% federal 
and 5% state) and 50% for estate tax. You can be sure 
the geniuses in Washington will change the rates, which 
will alter the tax computation a bit… Oh, but the concept 
(as well as the lousy tax results) will remain the same.
 Suppose Joe’s tax basis for Success Co. is zero. 
Okay, let’s follow the numbers (all numbers are rounded) 
starting with Sam. He must earn $1.7 million… pay $.7 

Bite
Tax Tips for Dealers

Irv Blackman, CPA and lawyer, is a retired founding partner of 
Blackman Kallick Bartelstein, LLP (CPAs) and Chairman Emeritus 
of the New Century Bank (both in Chicago). Want to consult? Need a 
second opinion? Visit Irv’s website at  www.taxsecretsofthewealthy.
com.  Contact Irv at 847-674-5295 irv@irvblackman.com. 

Irving L. Blackman by  Irv Blackman, CPA

Tax

Do You Have a Succession Planning Program?  
How to Solve it so Your Family Wins!
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million in income tax… leaving $1 million, which Sam 
pays to Joe. With the top capital gains tax rate at 15% 
(most likely going up), Joe must pay the tax collector 
$150,000… He only has $850,000 left.
 To summarize: Sam must earn $1.7 million and after 
taxes, his dad only has $850,000 left. Outrageous!
 Stop for a moment. Apply the numbers in the example 
to the value of your company. If your company is worth $6 
million, your kid(s) must earn $10.2 million for you to have 
only $5.1 million left. Yes, it’s expensive to do it wrong.
Now here are some facts that will blow you away:  Would 
you believe that 90% of family businesses finally create 
a succession plan that sells their business to the kids 
exactly like the above example. Less, than 10% avoid 
the above tax trap by making lifetime gifts. Less than 1% 
do it right.
 How to do Your Succession Plan Right
It’s actually a two-step process. Let’s say the value of 
your business is $7 million.  For ease of following the 
numbers, let’s use a $1 million price.
 Step #1. Recapitalize Success Co., so you have 
100 shares of voting stock (which you keep along with 
absolute control) and 10,000 shares of nonvoting stock. 
Under the tax law, the nonvoting stock is entitled to a 
series of discounts (total of 40%), which makes the value 
of Success Co. (for tax purposes) only $600,000.
 Step #2. Sell your nonvoting stock to an intentionally 
defective trust (IDT) for $600,000. The trust pays you in 
full with a $600,000 note, plus interest. What is an IDT?... 
It is the same as any other irrevocable trust, with one 
big difference. The trust is not recognized for income tax 
purposes. The result under the Internal Revenue Code is 
that every penny you receive until the note is paid, is tax 
free: no capital gains tax on the $600,000 note payments, 
and no income tax on the interest income you receive. 
The cash flow of Success Co. is used to pay off the note, 
plus interest.
 How does Sam fare when Joe uses an IDT to transfer 
Success Co. to him? Sam is the beneficiary of the IDT. 
When the note is paid off the trustee can distribute the 
nonvoting shares to Sam (because Joe is now legally paid 
off and completely out of the nonvoting share picture).  
Joe still owns all of the voting stock and has absolute 
control of Success Co.
 But instead of distributing the nonvoting shares 
to Sam, the trustee is instructed to hold the shares for 
Sam’s benefit. Why not distribution?... Because if Sam 
gets divorced the judge cannot see the shares in Sam’s 
name, and his now ex-wife will never have an interest in 
Success Co.
 Two more points that make an IDT shine: (1) 
Remember, the illustration above where Sam must earn 
$1.7 million for every $1 million of the price for Success 
Co. to pay his dad? Well, using an IDT, Sam does not 
pay even one cent to acquire the shares. The cash flow 
of Success Co. is use to make all payments. (2) Suppose 
Joe needs life insurance (to pay estate taxes, provide 
funds to help equalize the inheritance of the nonbusiness 

Tax Bite
Continued from page 6

children or for any other purpose). A portion of Success 
Co.’s cash flow received by the IDT can be used to pay 
the premiums. As a result Joe can buy life insurance 
without ever writing a personal check to pay premiums. 
The policy can be on Joe’s life only or second-to-die (with 
his wife).
And finally
 An IDT can be used, as described in the above 
example to transfer Success Co. to more than one child 
(including nonbusiness children if desired). Can the IDT 
strategy be used to transfer Success Co. to one or more 
employees?... of course… but typically the price used 
is the full value (before discount) of the nonvoting stock 
(Joe keeps the voting stock until he is paid in full.)
 Can the same IDT strategy be used to buy out fellow 
stockholders?... YES.
 Every possible use of an IDT in succession planning 
is not covered in this article. Nor is every nuance, tax trap 
or exception covered.
 One warning: If your professional advisor ignores the 
use of an IDT in your succession planning (no matter what 
his/her reason may be)… Run… find another advisor. 
You (and your advisor) are welcome to call me (Irv) if you 
have any questions (847-674-5295).

Brian Soule
C: 309.275.9987
brian.soule@insurewithsnyder.com

Thomas “Jimmy” Mitchell
O: 217.793.6000 
C: 217.341.9141
thomas.mitchell@insurewithsnyder.com

Snyder Insurance is 
an endorsed member 

by the ILMDA Trust.

We can provide ILMDA
members with more options

for your health insurance.

Call Brian or Jimmy today to
find out how we can tailor a

plan to fit your needs
and your budget.

Home, Auto, Business, Farm, Life.
Service Beyond Expectations!

www.insurewithsnyder.com

a new
choice
for your
health
insurance! 
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ASSOCIATE  MEMBER  SHOWCASE

HOLm FINANCIAL
1640 E. 50th Street - 9C, Chicago, IL 60615       Year Founded:  1989
Contact Person:  Terry Holm                   Phone:  773-684-7600
Website: holmfinancial.com               Email:  tholm@wsfg.com
What products do you sell?  Investments - Mutual Funds, Stocks and Bonds, 
ETF’s, Annuities and Managed Accounts
Do you offer any special incentives or services to your customers? 
Specializing in retirement planning and 401(k) and IRA rollovers
How do you attract new business? Client referrals, our website and direct sales
What is the most positive aspect of your company? Our goal is to match clients’ investment 
objectives with their risk tolerance and investment time frame to develop an investment strategy to 
meet their financial goals.

Party Winners: Apple Chips
Snacks
 Chips are a party food staple, but are generally high in 
calories and low in nutrients. Baking your own apple chips 
makes for a delicious, crunchy snack that's great for a crowd, 
packed with plentiful nutrition, and fat-free. 
There's more than one benefit to this slightly sweet snack. 
Apples contain dietary fiber, as well as a variety of flavonoid and 
triterpenoid phytochemicals, such as quercetin, being studied 
for their anti-cancer effects. In laboratory studies, quercetin 
and other flavonoids in apples have slowed the development 
of cancers of the colon, lung, and breast in several stages of 
cancer development.
 This recipe (at right) also calls for a little cinnamon and 
sugar, creating a wonderful, spiced aroma throughout the 
house as they bake – perfect for having guests. Heads up: they 
disappear fast!
 Healthy Show Stoppers
Toast strips of whole-wheat pita bread to go with dips including 
light hummus, sundried tomato, and your favorite salsa, or use 
blue corn tortilla chips. Blue tortilla chips get their color from 

anthocyanins, which are naturally occurring plant antioxidants 
that may protect against cancer. 
 Looking for a dip that's packed with nutritious energy? 
Healthier ones include our light hummus dip, sun-dried tomato 
dip, or your favorite salsa (you can even buy freshly made 
salsas at most grocery stores). Now you and your guests are 
ready for a food (and hopefully football) victory.
 Baked Apple Chips
• 4 large apples (any variety)
• 2 tsp. cinnamon
• 1 Tbsp. granulated sugar 
Slice apples horizontally into very thin rounds, using a sharp 
knife or mandolin (remove any seeds that do not fall out as you 
cut). Lay the slices in a single layer on parchment paper, and 
sprinkle lightly with the cinnamon sugar (combined). Bake at 
250°F for 1 hour, flip slices, and bake for an additional hour  
(2 hours total). Chips will continue to crisp up as they cool. 
 Tip: Don't peel your apples! The peel contains a third or 
more of its phenolic (cancer-fighting) compounds.
Makes 8 servings. 

Calendar of Events: 
 May 2 ILMDA Board of Directors Meeting
	 May	9	&	10	 Estimating	Seminars,	Springfield
	 September	27	 Wood	Solutions	Fair,	Schaumberg
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An important function of the ILMDA is to promote 
awareness of legislation that can affect dealers in the 
conduct of business in their communities.  As a financial 
advisor, I have been asked to provide a similar function 
regarding the financial challenges to conducting a lumber 
business.

ADP says 83% of 401(K) plan participants are unaware 
they are paying retirement plan fees.  The average fee  
is 0.78%, and it is estimated that over a 30-year career an 
extra 0.5% annual fee can cut 10% from an employee’s 
nest-egg at the time of retirement.  So plan administration 
fees are a big thing!

In 2012 Americans will experience the first glimpse of the 
new disclosure rules laid out by the Department of Labor 
(DOL).  Plan participants will see the results of these 
rules in their 3rd quarter statements this year.

The disclosure rules apply to defined contribution and 
defined benefit plans covered by ERISA including 401(k) 
plans and pension plans.  (Health and welfare plans, 
SEPs, SIMPLEs and IRAs are exempt.) 

The disclosure comes in two forms – Plan-Related 
Information and Investment-Related Information.  Plan-
Related Information addresses the fees to run the plan.  
Those fees include expenses for legal, accounting and 
recordkeeping services.  General plan information must 
also describe how the plan works.
  
Investment-Related Information deals with the 
participant’s investment choices.  This information 
includes performance and benchmark data on a one, five 
and ten-year basis.  For fixed-return vehicles annual return 
rates must be provided.  For non-fixed rate investments, 
the total operating expenses should be expressed as 
both a percentage of assets and as a dollar amount for 
each $1,000 invested.  Any shareholder-type fees or 
restrictions on purchase or withdrawal activity must be 
included.  Even with this disclosure, participants will still 
need to calculate the fees on their own.  The disclosure 
must also provide a website to obtain further information 
about the investment options and a glossary of terms 
to assist in understanding the plan’s options.  Both 
disclosure types must be provided to new participants 
prior to their investment choices and then again at least 
annually thereafter.

ALERT!  NEW 401(K) DISCLOSURE RULES

The DOL estimates the cost of implementing the rule at 
$425 million in 2012.  For the 72 million participants that’s 
$5.90 per participant.  The DOL says disclosure will save 
54 million hours and $2 billion in 2012, however I am a 
little skeptical about that.   

Service providers should already be planning to provide 
you with this information.  The key questions for you are:

Do the disclosures satisfy the requirements of the 1. 
regulations?
Is the compensation paid to the service provider 2. 
reasonable based on the services rendered?

What do you need to do as an employer?  To summarize 
- get with your service providers and plan sponsors to 
insure that you understand the disclosure and have a 
game plan to communicate and respond to employee 
participant questions.  While the disclosure may be an 
eye-opener, keep in mind that fees are only one element; 
and you also need to consider compliance, employee 
communication, investment education and customer 
service.  You may need to “shop” your plan to be sure 
you’ve answered question number 2.  

Changing plans is a hassle, but your mission remains 
to provide your employees the best opportunity to build 
sufficient funds to provide a stream of income to cover 
them in retirement.

Source for this material – U.S. Department of Labor, 
Employee Benefits Security Administration, Fact Sheet 
February, 2012

Contact Terry at 773-684-7600 tholm@ameritech.com
Terry Holm is a long-time lumber dealer and the owner 
of Holm Financial which has been providing financial 
services to individuals and companies since 1989.  Only 
securities and Advisory services offered through Wall 
Street Financial Group, Inc.  Registered Investment 
Advisor Member FINRA/SIPC.  Wall Street Financial 
Group Inc. and Holm Financial are separate entities.  
They are independently owned and operated.  Information 
herein is for educational purposes only.

Financial
Holm
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Mary Murphy, the assistant executive director for ILMDA, was honored as the “Lumberman of the Year.”  
Mary has devoted 27 years of her life to our association and is a very deserving recipient of the award.  Mary 
retired on March 31st and will be sorely missed by all of us. 

2012 Lumberman of the Year
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News
members in the

BLUELINX Distributes Weyerhaeuser
ATLANTA, BlueLinx Corporation, a leading distributor of 
building products in North America, announced a new 
distribution agreement with Weyerhaeuser to become the 
independent distributor of Weyerhaeuser's engineered 
wood products, including Trus Joist(R) TJI(R) joist, 
TimberStrand(R) LSL, Microllam(R) LVL, Parallam(R) 
PSL, and TJ(R) Rim board, in the New England area.

ILmDA to Provide FREE Poster
Display date is April 30, 2012
Notice-Posting Requirements
Every Illinois workplace is required by law to display 
certain current employment law notices.  We have mailed 
this NEW NLRB 11 by 17-inch notice to each ILMDA 
location.  Please plan to display it in your workplace by 
this deadline.  

IRS Provides Relife From NEW 1099K 
Reporting Requirement
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) will relieve retailers, 
and business taxpayers in general, from new reporting 
requirements related to debit and credit card receipts. 
Quoting from the IRS letter –“There will be no reconciliation 
required on the 2012 form, nor do we intend to require 
reconciliation going forward. Our intention is that the 
reporting of gross receipts and sales on the 2012 income 
tax forms will be modeled on the 2010 income tax 
forms.”
 

ILMDA Advantage 
Magazine Advertisers*

Edmund Allen Lumber ................................ 800-892-1884

Federated Insurance  ....................................507-455-5200

Hutchison Lumber & Bldg Products .........800-927-3620

ILMDA Insurance Trust .................................800-252-8641

Lumberman’s Wholesale .............................800-325-5149

Snyder Insurance Agency ............................ 877-725-1800

Tempco Products  ..........................................800-642-4391

Transworld Systems ...................................... 618-540-4727
*Last minute advertising changes may affect the 
accuracy of this listing.

Tempco Products Co.

L. miller and Son 
Chicago ILMDA member Bob Margolin and his family-
business L. Miller & Son were highlighted with a two-
page spread in the April 2012 issue of  Building Products 
Digest. 

maurice Netemeyer meets with Speaker 
Newt Gingrich at a recent St. Louis Cardinal 
game.
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Babb Lumber
Vincennes, IN

812.886.0551

Join a new age of preserved wood with 
Wolmanized EraWood™ lumber and decking

www.GoodHousekeepingSeal.com

www.GreenApprovedProducts.com

www.GreenSpec.com

•  Protected by carbon-based preservative  
and built-in water repellent

•  Dual mold inhibitors

•  Quality monitored by independent  
inspection

•  Listed in AWPA standards

•  Corrosivity equivalent to untreated 
wood

•  Clear preservative; readily painted

Offer your customers a superior treated wood product.  
Call Bev for details.

Babb Lumber EraWood Ad choice.indd   1 4/3/2012   9:06:09 AM
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EXPO 2012 Highlights

The 2012 ILMDA/HBAI Expo in Peoria kicked off on Monday night, March 
19th, with the 6th Annual Texas Hold’em Tournament and social event.  This 
is always a fun evening and a great way for retailers and suppliers to get 
together to play some poker, share food and drinks and give each other a very 
good-natured “hard time” about their poker skills.  

Our enthusiastic and loyal sponsors, Tempco Products and Woolf Distributing, 
make the event, along with the cash prizes, possible.  A big thanks to both 
companies!  This year’s winners were:
 
 8th place Eric Kimberly, Huttig Building Products
 7th place  Kevin Letterle, Tempco Products
 6th place  Jason Cooley, Amerhart
 5th place  Steve Deil, Amerhart
 4th place  Bill Serby, Golden Rule
 3rd place  Ryan Schaefer, Simpson Strong-Tie
 2nd place  Wade Hales, East Side Lumberyard Supply Co.
 And our 2012 Winner Jerry Brown, Babb Lumber
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TASC CAFETERIA PLAN
ADMINISTRATION

(Except S-CORP)

TASC - An ILMDA Trust endorsed
cafeteria plan administrator will provide
 you and your employees with an easy

 way to make your purchase of the
 following items tax free:

Day Care - Dental Care - Co-Pays -
Eye Care - Prescription Drugs -

Deductibles

The ILMDA Insurance Trust
will help pay the set up fee

and the monthly
administrative fee

(up to $2500)

for your participation
in this plan.

 Almost all the administrative expenses will
be covered by your participation through our
Trust and the tax savings will be captured to
you and your employees’ bottom line.

2012 HEALTH
INSURANCE

PREMIUM HOLIDAY
up to $1,000

for one month only

In order to preserve the Trust Funds
 as long as possible and provide

continued employee benefits, the
Trust Committee has set the above
limits for the  2012 health insurance

premium holiday.

HEALTH INSURANCE

THROUGH EITHER:

FEDERATED INSURANCE

SNYDER INSURANCE or

COVENTRY HEALTH

INSURANCE

If you have questions, call or email Kristen (kt@ilmda.com) or
Barry (jbj@ilmda.com) at ILMDA - 1-800-252-8641.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

for MEMBERS
THROUGH THE

ILMDA INSURANCE TRUST

To receive this benefit,  a copy of any health insurance billing statement
for 2012 and/or the Administrative invoice(s) from TASC, along with
the cancelled check(s) showing payment should be mailed or faxed to

ILMDA,  Attn: Kristen Tinch, 932 South Spring Street, Springfield, IL 62704 -  Fax: 217-544-4206.
(You must be a retail or associate member in good standing with ILMDA.)
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EXPO 2012 Highlights

2011 Anniversaries were:
 65 years – Gray Lumber Company, Modesto.  Accepting the award 
was owner Lester Gray
 120 years – Alexander Lumber Co. in Aurora with 26 retail 
locations.  Joe Stubler, Alexander Lumber manager from the Normal 
location, accepted for owner Walter Alexander

2012 Anniversaries are:
 60 years – Carmi Lumber Co. in Carmi - Owner Don Drone 
accepted the award
 65 years – Aviston Lumber Company in Aviston with 6 retail 
locations - Accepting the award was Aviston owner Maurice Netemeyer  
 120 years – Hines Building Supply in Buffalo Grove with 4 retail 
locations - Hines President Doug Jones and Purchasing Manager Kurt 
Dallasasse accepted the award

 Bill Serby from Golden Rule Lumber in Ottawa was not able to 
attend and receive his anniversary plaque for 20 years at the last show.  
We were pleased to present it to him this year.  (first picture)
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Expo Recap
Continued from page 17

The Tuesday morning’s education 
seminars were a great blend of 
technology, customer relations, 
estate planning and sales skills….all 
excellent topics for a retailer to use 
to continue to grow his business and 
make it as profitable as possible.  

The show floor at the Peoria Civic 
Center looked fantastic!  They new 
layout made the exhibit hall look so 
open and accessable, and the show 
floor was full of vendors excited to 
talk about and demonstrate their 
latest and most popular products 
and services. 

Tuesday night’s all-industry auction 
and cocktail party was the perfect 
place to announce the retail member 
companies that celebrated a 
significant company anniversary in 
2011 or will celebrate in 2012.  

Wednesday’s education programs 
were presented by three of our 
members and exhibiting companies.  
The seminars’ main goals were 
to help retail dealers and their 
customers make sure that their deck 
building was code-compliant, to 
help them avoid the most common 
framing errors in today’s construction 
market and to help them properly 
install an exterior door to avoid 
moisture problems.  Thanks to 
Simpson Strong-Tie, Woodworks 
and Huttig Building Products for 
presenting these relevent industry 
topics for the attendees. 

 

SILVER TORCH

Aviston Lumber Company - Maurice  E. Netemeyer - Aviston
Brinkman Building Center  - William Brinkman - Fulton

Kirchner Building Supply - Charles and Kurt Kirchner - Kansas
Woolf Distributing  - Craig Steagall - Crystal Lake

BRONZE TORCH

Associated Lumber - Arthur Mize - Carbondale
Fischer Lumber Company - David Fischer -  East Alton

Holm Financial - Terry Holm - Chicago
Huff Lumber Company - Bill Huff - Decatur

Jones-Berry Lumber Co. - Dan Welty - Amboy
Maher Lumber Ace Hardware - Ron Maher - Wood Dale

Maze Lumber - Pete Loveland - Peru
McKee and Son Lumber - Jim McKee - Thomson

 Peoples Complete Building Center - Dan Martin - Watseka
Pike County Lumber - Fred & Steve Grote - Pittsfield

Tonica Lumber and Supply - Jim & Vicki Scoma - Tonica
Top Notch Building Supply - Curt Knapp - Pecatonica

Truss/Slater - Doug Slater - Virden
Doug White Lumber Co. - Doug White - Marissa

Wilke Windows and Door Inc - Steve Wilke - Belleville

SUPPORTER

Hoskins Building Supply - Eric Wheelright - Elizabeth
Lee’s Home Center - Barb Green - Millstadt

2011 ILLUmPAC
TORCH CLUB mEmBERS

EXPO 2012 Highlights
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Please Support our Loyal
Associate Members

Adler Warehouse & Sales

Alexandria Moulding

Edmund A. Allen Lumber Co.

Amerhart, Ltd.

Anthony Supply Co., Inc.

AZEK Building Products, Inc.

Babb Lumber Co., Inc.

Bear Creek Truss, Inc.

BlueLinx Corporation

Boise Distribution

Cargotec USA

Cedar Siding Inc.

Chicago Suburban Lumber

Cook County Lumber

Coventry Health Care                                

Cranes & Equipment Corp.

Decatur Mack

Do it Best Corp.

East Side Lumberyard Supply

The Empire Company

Federated Insurance

Forest Products Supply Co.

GAF

GRK Fasteners

Great Northern Lumber

Guardian Building Products

Hawk Agency

Hawkeye Building Distributor

Hixson Lumber Sales

Holm Financial

Hutchison Lumber/Division of 
Hutchison Lumber & Building

Huttig Building Products

Illini Hardware

Illinois Industrial Lumber Co.

Industrial Products Co.

Integrity Payment Systems

K & G Specialty Sales

Krauter Auto-Stak

Lumberman’s Wholesale

Lumberyard Supply Co.

Marvin Windows

Maze Nails

Metal Sales Mfg.

Mid-Am Building Supply

Moulding & Millwork

Nudo Products

Okaw Truss

Pekin Hardwood 

Pennsylvania Lumbermens Insurance

Prairie Wholesale Supply

Presnell Bros., Inc.

PrimeSource Building Products

Progressive Affiliated Lumbermen

Progressive Solutions, Inc.

QUIKRETE

Rayner & Rinn-Scott Inc.

Rehkemper and Sons, Inc.

River City Millwork

Roberts & Dybdahl

Rollex Corp.

Runnion Equipment Company

Seven Utility Management Consultants

Shelter Distribution

Simpson Strong Tie Co.

Snyder Insurance

Southern Wholesale Lumber 

Spruce Computer Systems

Tempco Products

Transworld Systems

Truss-Slater

Wall-Vern Products

Warrior Building Products

Weyerhaeuser

Woolf Distributing Co.

Illinois Lumber & Material Dealers Association
932 South Spring Street - Springfield, IL 62704

Phone: (217) 544-5405 - Fax: (217) 544-4206 - Toll Free: (800) 252-8641
E-Mail:  ILMDA@ilmda.com
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